A Lebanese family with autosomal recessive oculo-auriculo-vertebral (OAV) spectrum and review of the literature: is OAV a genetically heterogeneous disorder?
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Abstract: Oculo-auriculo-vertebral (OAV) spectrum summarizes a continuum of ocular, auricular, and vertebral anomalies. Goldenhar syndrome is a variant of this spectrum and is characterized by pre-auricular skin tags, microtia, facial asymmetry, ocular abnormalities, and vertebral anomalies of different sizes and shapes. Most cases are thought to be sporadic. However, a few families were reported to have an autosomal recessive inheritance and other families’ presentation of the syndrome strongly supported an autosomal dominant inheritance. We report OAV in a female infant presenting with tracheomalacia, diaphragmatic hernia, encephalomeningocele, sacral neural tube defect, and cardiac defect and her brother having no more than dysmorphic features. The mode of inheritance in this family supports an autosomal recessive inheritance where the transmission was from normal first-degree consanguineous parents to one of the sons and to the daughter. This report further broadens the clinical presentation and symptoms of OAV and supports the hypothesis advancing OAV as a genetically heterogeneous disorder.
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Introduction

Goldenhar syndrome was first described in 1952 in three patients with epibulbar dermoids, pre-auricular skin tags, mandibular asymmetry and cervical vertebrae abnormalities. Later on, Gorlin et al reported similar findings for which they suggested the term oculo-auriculo-vertebral (OAV) dysplasia, which was then changed to oculoauriculovertebral (OAV) spectrum by Cohen et al. Currently, the term OAV summarizes a continuum of ocular, auricular, and vertebral anomalies that were described previously in Goldenhar syndrome, hemifacial microsomia as well as first and second branchial arch anomalies. The clinical presentation can be mild or severe. The incidence of OAV has been estimated at 1/3500, 1/5600, and 1/26,550 live births. Most cases are thought to be sporadic; however, a few families were reported to have an autosomal recessive inheritance. Other families’ presentation of the syndrome strongly supported an autosomal dominant inheritance.

We describe OAV in a female infant and in her brother. In this family, we report an autosomal recessive transmission from normal first-degree consanguineous parents to
one of the sons and to the daughter, both of which presented with OA V but with variable genetic expression. This case report broadens the clinical presentation and symptoms of OA V and supports the hypothesis advancing OA V as a genetically heterogeneous disorder.

Case report

The proband was a full-term female infant born at 37 + 3 weeks of gestation (birth weight: 3045 g) to a 27-year-old healthy woman (G3P3Ab0) by cesarean section for fetal distress. Apgar scores at 1 and 5 minutes were 8 and 8, respectively. Maternal antenatal history was clear for any medication intake, alcohol ingestion, or drug usage. The proband had two older brothers born to first-degree consanguineous parents of Lebanese Middle East ascendants. The first, a 6-year-old, was diagnosed with OA V. He reportedly was noticed at birth to have right microtia, right mandibular hypoplasia, and two anterior left ear skin tags with no other anomalies. He was operated on for ear malformations but still has growth delay.

The second child was found to be developmentally normal with no detectable malformations. Family history revealed two interrupted pregnancies from the paternal side from equally consanguineous parents (Figure 1).

At birth, the proband developed tachypnea and was transferred to the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). Blood gases and O2 saturation were stable. Physical examination was remarkable for the following findings: short neck, widely spaced nipples, dysmorphic features including hypertelorism, upslanting palpebral fissures, flat nasal bridge, right mandibular hypoplasia, and facial asymmetry more obvious when the newborn cried. Her ears were normal-looking except for one preauricular left ear skin tag.

Soon, the respiratory condition of the newborn deteriorated, necessitating the placement of continuous positive airway pressure with the presumptive diagnosis of pneumonia. On day 5, a CT scan of chest revealed right diaphragmatic hernia with two-thirds of the liver protruding into the right chest and lower lobe consolidation. CT scan of brain and neck showed occipital encephalomeningocele. Echocardiography detected moderate perimembranous ventricular septal defect, sinus venous arterial septal defect, and mild pulmonary hypertension. There was no evidence of congestive heart failure. Diuretic management with furosemide and spironolactone was started.

On day 16, she underwent an uneventful surgical repair of diaphragmatic hernia.

On day 24, surgical correction of the encephalomeningocele was performed with no intra-operative complications.

At 5 months of age, the infant suffered profound oxygen desaturation and bradycardia followed by cardiac arrest. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation was initiated with no pick-up. The infant was declared dead following a flat ECG.

The cytogenetic studies consisted of conventional karyotyping using G-banding, which revealed a 46, XX normal female profile. Molecular analysis using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with the N25 and TUPLE 1 probes in the DGS/VCFS region at 22q11.2 revealed disomy for this locus, excluding any deletions in this particular region. Although array-CGH would be useful, it is unfortunately not possible in this case.

Discussion

OA V spectrum is characterized by pre-auricular skin tags, microtia, facial asymmetry, ocular abnormalities, and vertebral anomalies of different sizes and shapes.

Our female patient presented with facial asymmetry, diaphragmatic hernia, encephalomeningocele, and preauricular skin tag. On the other hand her sibling had facial asymmetry and abnormal ears. Although the siblings may have different conditions, they both have the phenotypic clinical features of OA V and fit the minimal criteria for OA V diagnosis. This variability attests to the wide phenotypic range and severity of OA V and supports the hypothesis advancing OA V as a genetically heterogeneous disorder.

There is no national register of congenital disorders in Lebanon to date. To the best of our knowledge, this is the second case of OA V reported from Lebanon. We have previously reported a case of OA V in a male infant born to a woman with a history of prenatal fluoxetine...
ingestion throughout her pregnancy. The infant was born from nonconsanguineous parents and had facial asymmetry with right microtia and mandibular hypoplasia; bilateral hypoplastic maxilla, sciotic deformity of the thoracic spine; and ventricular septal defect.28

Cardiovascular anomalies have also been associated with OA V.29-34 The frequency of cardiovascular heart defects in OA V ranged from 5% to 58% with conotruncal defects and septal defects as the most common among patients, as it was manifested in our patient.33,34

Of important note is that our patient also presented with diaphragmatic hernia that was repaired surgically. Congenital diaphragmatic hernias, as well as encephalocele, have been associated previously with Goldenhar syndrome.25,35

The clinical presentation of OA V varies among patients. Stoll et al reported OA V in a mother and two of her children. The mother had only auricular anomalies. Her first child, a female, presented with many anomalies including: bilateral cleft lip and palate, a coloboma of the upper eyelid, facial asymmetry, and posteriorly angulated ears. Her second child, a male, presented with cleft lip and palate, clubfoot, hypoplasia of the left ear and of the left maxillary and mandibular arches, and left microphthalmia.25

Symptoms of OA V were also described in two infants (a male and a female) who also shared features of the CHARGE association. Each had facial asymmetry, mandibular hypoplasia, ear abnormalities, hearing impairment, microphthalmia, heart defects, and developmental delay. In addition, both had plagiocephaly and torticollis and the boy presented with cleft lip, heminostril, and tracheoesophageal fistula.36 Later on, studies revealed a variety of symptoms in addition to the general characteristics of the OA V such as dysplastic ectopic, or bilobed caruncles, nasal sinus, nasal-ocular cleft,37 ocular colobomas,38 facial nerve paralysis and mental retardation,30 speech impairment, and difficulties in feeding/eating.40 Growth hormone deficiency was also reported in a patient with OA V but no association was proved.41

Most cases of OA V reported are sporadic but familial cases have been described. Kaye et al rejected the hypothesis of no genetic transmission and reported an autosomal dominant inheritance after examining families of 74 probands.3 In 1963, Saraux et al described the condition in two sisters born of healthy unrelated parents with normal karyotype, as reported in our case.11 Three years later, the same condition was reported in a son and daughter to consanguineous parents where the father was also affected.12 Recently, Tasse et al described the transmission of OA V from a mother to her daughter.6 The mode of inheritance was autosomal dominant. Tasse et al also concluded after reviewing the literature that patients with autosomal dominant inheritance of OA V present more often with bilateral anomalies.6

Amalnath et al described OA V in three brothers. The authors suggested that the occurrence of this condition in all three male siblings and its absence in the parents suggests an X-linked mode of inheritance in the family.42 On the other hand, Ellwood et al reported an autosomal recessive transmission in an Arab family presenting with bilateral anotia and meatal atresia and in a Jewish family presenting with unilateral microtia and meatal atresia.13 Strisciuglio et al postulated a recessive inheritance in a sibship with a wide variation of expression.43 The family that was described had two brothers presenting with unilateral right microtia and bilateral meatal atresia. The sister presented with preauricular left appendage with absence of other anomalies. The absence of any ear anomalies in the parents suggested an autosomal recessive inheritance.43 The difference in severity of the clinical presentation in the children reveals a high variation in the manifestations in this syndrome. The above mentioned studies further elucidate the role of an autosomal recessive inheritance.

Different reports have described OA V along with different cytogenetic findings. OA V has been reported in a patient with complete trisomy 22,44 also in a male infant who had also the cri-du-chat syndrome and was found to have, upon cytogenetic examination, a deletion of chromosome 5p14.45 Descartes reported an association of Goldenhar syndrome in a patient with a 5pter-p15.33 deletion.46 Ala-Mello et al reported a complex translocation resulting in a deletion of 5pter-p15.3, deletion of 21q22.3-qter, and duplication of 21q22.11-q22.12 in a patient presenting with features of Goldenhar syndrome and hematologic anomalies.47 However, our patient had a normal karyotype.

Our patient had a brother who was diagnosed with OA V with asymmetrical face and abnormal ears. However, the brother’s clinical symptoms varied from the reported patient and the degree of severity was mild. The parents did not present any abnormalities nor did the third sibling. The mode of inheritance in this family supports an autosomal recessive inheritance.

In conclusion, this case report further broadens the clinical presentation and symptoms of OA V and supports the hypothesis advancing OA V as a genetically heterogeneous disorder. While the corresponding genetic defect underlying OA V remains poorly understood, this report could at some
point prove to be useful in improving our understanding of the disorder and its underlying genetic mechanisms.
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